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chapmans first forays into pop and rock hit a major nerve with a wave of success that lasted through most of the 80s. lead single faster (and faster) was a standard
that other artists were soon emulating, and the rest of the album was an instant top-10 hit with the title track -- a debut that was almost as big as the record
industrys. it was the first of two no. 1 albums for chapman, and also the last time she would receive widespread critical respect for her music. the follow-up album,
1991s the whole world, is a slight departure from her previous efforts and is arguably her weakest in terms of production. its a lovely, folksy album that at times is a
little sentimental, but the balance is perfect and the album is more like what chapman would sound like if she were still writing and recording today. songs like run to
you, brave new world, a life left undone, mumbo jumbo and the great pretender are personal and moving, while end of the world and just like you are usually
forgotten. the combination of the weight of her past success and the rise of grunge and hip-hop made chapman increasingly inaccessible, but it was still a great
record. chapmans third album isnt the greatest chapman album, although its a fine addition to her catalogue. the title track and the lovely and melodic end-of-love
song people like us are fine, but the rest of the songs are just fine too, and there are plenty of decent tunes here. its a shame that the album doesnt have the same
level of passionate advocacy, though, as its follow-up, the stone, and the bass-driven hard living. chapman would always be more of a singer/songwriter than a
rocker, but her third album can tell a solid story in its music as well as on its cover, a reference to the final days of a good marriage. the haunting lost in you, the
anthemic moonlight and the lovely loving you are all great songs that help to define the album, and they also showcase chapman at her best -- a melodic songwriter
who sometimes seemed to get lost in the process, but was always interesting and sincere.
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